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“Day of the buckets” 

Noordhoek is a small coastal village near Cape Town, South Africa 

 
Less than 4 years ago, I was present at the stranding of 55 False Killer Whales near 
Kommetjie, South Africa, on 30 May 2009 . Today, it also started with a cellphone 
call: “18 whales stranded at Noordhoek”, and from then, the sense of déjà vu  was 

always present. But with one difference: Now there was a Plan! 
 

This time there were heavy moving vehicles for lifting and transporting; there were 
white cotton sheets to protect the whales; there were specially constructed lifting 

tarpaulins; the navy was on standby. And there were buckets, and buckets,  
and buckets…. 

The common denominator was the people: the caring, emotional, selfless folk who just 
wanted to help, and were prepared to spend the whole day or however long was 

needed to help the whales.  
 

Reviewing my images from the day, I was bothered by all the colours: red wetsuits, 
yellow official bibs and vehicles, blue tarpaulins, multicoloured towels… So I have 

converted the images to monochrome  -  and feel that this also serves to  
somehow bring whale and helper closer together … 

 
 



Some of the whales had died already when discovered in the morning 



But no effort was spared on the live  
animals.  Here a team of volunteers  
prepares to move a whale to where   
it can be lifted onto a trailer. 



A momentarily isolated whale  
with its personal helper – the  
rest of the group are refilling  
their buckets. 



I was struck by the ever-present gentleness and caring of the whales’ helpers. This whale had a water-filled  
moat scraped out around it, that also provided relief for the pectoral fins 



The focus of everyone was on keeping them cool and wet… 



Towels and white cotton sheets were provided by the officials … 



But the enduring memory  
for me, is the buckets,  
and the tireless bucket  
brigade … 



They continued, hour after hour … 













I was intrigued by the shape of Chapmans peak in the background echoing that of the whale’s fin 





The vet was continually monitoring the whales, to determine which were the strongest, with best chance  
of surviving the transport and release process. 



Heavy machinery was needed to lift the whales onto their trailers. Here photographer and camera  
are about to get sprayed with salt and sand in the strong wind 



The purpose-built harnesses  
and heavy lifting machinery  
enabled the whales to be  
lifted with ease 



But the soft sand beach of Noordhoek posed an unexpected logistical problem.  
As always though, helpers were always willing to come to the rescue 



Even a four-wheel drive tractor provided by a member of the public was not able to handle the sand … 



The 4x4 that I was travelling in, took a wrong line into soft sand and also had to be helped out … 



The whales were transported by road to the navy base in Simon’s Town. Here two travel in convoy -   
A traffic police escort ensured a smooth ride in minimum time 



The whales brought in on the large  
trucks had to be high-lifted over  
the surrounding structures,  
onto the synchro lift 



The synchro lift was then  
lowered down to water level  
enabling the whales to lie in  
shallow water before being  
lifted onto the tugs 



In the naval base, fire hoses took the place  
of the buckets in keeping the whales  
cool and wet 



The ever-present  
human  touch  





The whales were then moved onto the tugboats 



Occasionally they  
needed to be restrained  
to prevent further injury 



The trip out on the tugs was not for  
the faint-hearted – the low stern  
deck was constantly awash in the  
rough seas… 



Despite the conditions, every effort was made to maintain close human contact and prevent injury 



The crane operator had to control a wildly swinging harness, and time the lowering into the water to  
perfection – which he did with great skill 



The crane on the 2nd tug malfunctioned after the first whale - so their 2nd whale was manually released  
off the stern 



At last we were able to witness the whales swimming freely in the ocean again. The atmosphere was euphoric.   



In closing – a few images of those whales 
 that died early in the day  … 

But sadly, within 24 hours,  
all the released whales had re-beached  
and either died naturally  
or had to be euthanased. 







  





Those whales judged by the vet to be too weak to survive  
were euthanased that afternoon.  

It was always hoped that the outcome would be good for the 5 that were released, but 
sadly that did not happen. There will now be official assessments of the processes and 

logistics involved, and decisions will be made as to what to do next time around.  
 

Experts around the world still don’t know why these group strandings happen, although 
theories abound.  Prior to the 2009 stranding, there had never been such an event 

locally for 80 years. But it seems now that we must prepare again… 
 

The false killer whale Pseudorca crassidens is actually a dolphin,  
and despite its name, is not really closely related to killer whales. The more descriptive 

part of the name is crassidens, meaning thick tooth, and these carnivores are well 
equipped to feed on fish and squid. They can reach up to 6 metres in length, and 

average lifespan is around 60 years. 
 

 

 

 

The images are reduced to 1024 pixels wide, from 23 megapixel originals,  

and saved as low quality jpegs to reduce file size.  

Camera : Canon 5D mk III, with Canon 16-35L and  70-200mm LII lenses. 
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